FARMERS REVIVE THEIR OLD-TIME NAME

(By H. H. (Jinx) Tucker in Waco News Tribune)

The name “Wildcats” recently adopted at A. and M. college has been done away with. At a recent meeting of the old-timers of the school among whom were some of the greatest athletic stars the school has ever produced, it was decided that the name “Farmers” around which are built many tender memories and traditions should be used forever in referring to the various A. & M. teams. The name “Aggies” by which nearly all A. & M. colleges are known, was also discarded.

R. H. Ramsey, A. and M. heavyweight wrestler, who went to Des Moines last week as the guest of the University of Oklahoma matmen, was defeated in the finals of the Missouri Valley meet by Polly Wallace of Ames, all-American center. The latter won the match on a decision by the referee, neither getting a fall, although the Ames athlete averted a fall, according to the University of Oklahoma coach, by managing to get his foot off the mat when he was about to be pinned with a head and arm chancery.